Diamond Hall Junior School, Sunderland

As technology is growing ever present in our children’s lives the education sector are having to adapt
their teaching methods to future proof their classrooms.
Diamond Hall Junior School has done just that. They had already adopted the iPad technology into
their teaching and understanding the benefits of this Diamond Hall were leaps and bounds ahead of
the game.
Initially Newlandmedia were asked to supply a quotation for projectors and whiteboards for 14
classrooms as their existing models were old and dimming even with replacement lamps. After the
consultation it was clear that the staff wanted a high resolution and high brightness image, a plug and
play system without ongoing running costs. A solution that can integrate with iPads/Tablets and
remains interactive.
We proposed 65” Clevertouch screens with an anti-glare screen surface to prevent ambient light being
an issue. Height adjustable wall mounts were offered as an option allowing children to be interactive
with the board which would suit all ages and heights. 2 of the screens needed to be mobile so we
offered the same screen but on a height adjustable trolley to be used in the same way but in any
setting.
Annotation software ‘Cleverlynx’, lesson building software ‘snowflake’ and a DisplayNote presenter
licence to allow 10 iPad link up comes as standard with all the Clevertouch range.
Training sessions of the hardware and software and follow up service visits would be provided by
Newlandmedia at Diamond Halls staffs convenience.
The proposal was looked at by the school, governors and local authority and approved. Funding was
established and the installation could go ahead.
The installation was carried out on a tight schedule meaning late nights to ensure the work was carried
out within schedule to the highest standard.
Now Diamond Hall Junior School has state of the art classroom hardware which they couldn’t be
happier with.

